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FOREWORD BY AUI PRESIDENT
There are several ways to assess the quality of education provided by any
university; one of the most reliable measures being the quality of its graduates.
At AUI, we have every reason to be proud of our close to 5,000 alumni working
both in Morocco and around the world. You are making us proud every day
through your significant achievements.
The relations between AUI and the Association’s elected representatives have
evolved over the years through a process of maturation. From an internal entity
managed through the University, it has now become a fully fledged association
governed by the laws of associations, striving to act in the interests of alumni,
putting in place a network offering mutual support to each other, strengthening
their bonds with current students and with their Alma mater.
I would like to thank all those who have served in past boards for the services
they provided. I would also like to commend the authors of the present initiative,
which is a result of wide consultation and input from all concerned. It is helping
to re-invigorate the association, promoting more transparency, volunteering and
a strong participative approach.
I look forward to the new vision of the Al Akhawayn Alumni Association, and
to the realization of AUI’s strategic vision and AAA’s goals and objectives. The
University will be happy to support this endeavor and work with the elected
board for the good of current and future alumni.
Driss Ouaouicha
President
Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane

FOREWORD BY AAA BOARD OF ADVISORS
In 2003, Al Akhawayn Alumni Association was established
as a voice of the AUI Alumni inside the University
Organization.
Since then, AAA went through different phases until
2016 where it was established as a legally independent
entity, under the 1958 Dahir.
The main aim was and still is, to reflect the diverse needs
and interests of the growing AUI Alumni Community while
contributing to the development of the alumni brand
image by establishing a strong network among them,
and a solid long lasting partnership with the University.

Thanks to all participants and to the tremendous efforts by
the steering committee, AAA has now 10 year strategic
guidelines that give a clear vision on how the Alumni
Community wants to position the association and set its
strategic goals.
We hope that these recommendations report will be a
new start for AAA and we call for Alumni engagement and
support to contribute to their implementation in order to
give a new means of existence to AAA.
As always, we will spare no efforts to contribute to the
achievement of the defined strategic goals alongside the
different AAA structures.

As a Board of Advisors, our role, all along the AAA
development history was to ensure the continuity of AAA
structure and give support to each Executive Board on
duty. That is why, given the challenging circumstances
in 2018, we did launch a call for the Alumni Community
to participate in a survey about the future the AAA and
give us their thoughts, suggestions and expectations
about AAA.

Salim Zekri
Khalid Baddou
Youssef Ittobane

El Mahdi Yassine
Mohamed Charif Houachmi
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PREFACE STEERING COMMITTEE

Fatima Azzahra El Azzouzi

Mohamed Charif Houachmi

ONCE AN AUIER, ALWAYS AN AUIER!
GIMME AN A….
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If we dare to compare it to other centuryold alumni associations worldwide,
our beloved and still young AAA has
struggled like any new born. Along the
past 14 years of ups and downs, numerous
approaches had been adopted to make
it more sustainable as an association.
The raison d’être of this report emerged
on June 30th, 2018, when a group of
alumni gathered upon an invitation of the
BoA to brainstorm on the way forward
for AAA, which had reached a deadlock
after several months of inactivity. We
owed AAA one more reignition attempt,
but the approach ought to be different
this time.

to utterly revamp it if that is what they
request. The mantra “Nothing about
us without us” guided our quest, so we
wanted to invite alumni, all alumni, to an
open-hearted conversation.
At first, we intuitively thought of simply
sending out a survey whose results
would later be discussed in a meeting
and published in a report. Little did we
know that this seemingly simple idea
would lead us to a journey of several
surveys, sleepless nights of collecting
and reviewing, and managing fervent
debates on core decisions for the future
of AAA.

The current state of affairs marked by
the disengagement and disappointment
of the community led us to ask one
fundamental question: Why AAA?

Now, and after three months, we can only
be very humbled with the engagement
of more than 500 alumni in such a short
period, for the first time in the history
of AAA.

We curiously and wholeheartedly wanted
to make sense of what alumni were
thinking and feeling about AAA, and

We are truly proud and thankful for the
support, involvement, and cheering of
the community that led to this report.

In hindsight, all what was needed to tame
conflict and to get close to consensus
among alumni, was to create a safe
environment where everyone is treated
equally and respectfully, while working
towards a common goal, just as stated
by Contact Theory.		
We hope that you will enjoy reading this
report as much as we enjoyed preparing
it, and that it will spark your interest to
get involved further.
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AAA

AL AKHAWAYN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

AUI		

AL AKHAWAYN UNIVERSITY IN IFRANE

BOE		

BOARD OF EXECUTIVES

BOA		

BOARD OF ADVISORS

BOT		

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

EEC		

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION CENTER

KPI		

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

SGA		

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

MOU		

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

SEO		

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

SPOC		

SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT

NGO		

NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

INTRODUCTION
This report was conceived to serve as a roadmap for the Al Akhawayn Alumni
Association over the next ten years. It consists of a set of recommendations which
emerged from the input of more than 500 alumni of Al Akhawayn University
alumni who responded to the AAA Next Survey, and which were inspired by the
best practices of the alumni associations of renowned universities worldwide.
The following strategic axes guide the recommendations and a chapter of this
report is dedicated to each one of them:
- Vision, Mission, Values and Code of Conduct
- Organizational structure, Governance, and Elections
- Community engagement
- Finances
- Communication, Marketing and Branding
- External Relations

Aspirations

Methodology

Al Akhawayn Alumni Association new model
5

AAA Next report presented to AUI Alumni official vote

Action pillars

3

4

Strategic assessment

Strategic planning

Analysis

Report publication

Survey administration

Report review (Alumni and AUI)

Survey questions

Subgroups structure
Report structure

Prerequisites

Survey structure
1

Community (re-)building
FB Group

Google Drive

2

Benchmarking

Alumni Associations
in the US

Based on a fully participative and 100% transparent approach
2

One-to-one : focus
groups meetings
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VISION
MISSION
VALUES
CODE OF CONDUCT
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MISSION

MISSION
Be a strong platform to support the interests
of AUI Alumni and to engage them to foster
their life-long bonding and to develop the AUI
Community.

13
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

SUPPORT THE INTERESTS OF ALL AUI ALUMNI.

RATIONALE

Elected boards should support the interests of AUI
alumni as their main priority.
AAA should establish, in collaboration with AUI, close
ties with the largest panel of institutions and firms in
Morocco and globally to help foster the interests of AUI
Alumni and to ease access to the job market.
AAA should also facilitate contact among all AUI Alumni
and serve as the main platform that connects them in
the professional, business and social frame.

14
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

DEVELOP A STRONG AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORK.

RATIONALE
AUI has alumni from all regions of Morocco and around
the globe, so reaching out to them should be among the
priorities of elected boards, as more members means
a larger network, more funds and more human capital.
Enlarging the AAA network on a professional basis will
be the first step toward a strong and well-developed
community.
Combining efforts of the Alumni community will allow
AAA to promote AUI as a strong brand.

16
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

MAKE SURE THE ACTIVITY OF THE ALUMNI NETWORK
IS SUSTAINABLE.

RATIONALE
Building a strong and functioning network is a good
start to a revamped AAA, but the elected boards also
need to make sure that it is sustainable in the long run.
Elected boards need to put in place and abide by
a functional organizational structure with relevant
guidelines that will assist AAA with all its functions and
help achieve its goals.
Putting each other first, believing and acting upon
shared core values and having a shared vision for the
Alumni community is the most effective way to insure
its sustainability.

18
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VISION
VISION STATEMENT

Become a leading national and
regional alumni association that
supports the development of its alma
mater and its environment.

20
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

BECOME A LEADING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION.

RATIONALE
After establishing strong and sustainable network that
lobby on behalf of its members, elected boards should
aim to become the leading national and regional alumni
association.
By working on relationships with other institutions and
with the full support of its members, AAA can and will
be the recognized leading national and regional alumni
association.
Elected boards should identify reasonable and measurable
steps and tactics that will allow them to achieve this
goal while including all members of the association
who share the common vision of becoming leaders of
their community.

22
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION’S
ALMA MATER AND ITS ENVIRONMENT.

RATIONALE:

Supporting the association’s alma mater should be at the
heart of the AAA’s vision. This can be achieved by establishing
appropriate and clear communication channels.
As a community spreads globally and covering a wide range
of expertise in different industries, communication is key to
the growth and development of the AAA network.
With the right leaders in command, the joined efforts of the
members, clear communication channels and transparency,
the association’s core values and shared interests will be
preserved.

24
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AAA
VALUES
AAA VALUES

TWO INTERRELATED SETS OF VALUES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED

EXTERNAL VALUES
INTERNAL VALUES
TRUST
TRANSPARENCY
INTEGRITY

26

COMMUNITY SERVICE
DIVERSITY
LEADERSHIP

AAA NEXT RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT

CODE OF
CONDUCT
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

ESTABLISH AN INTERNAL CODE OF CONDUCT FOR AAA ALONG WITH ITS MONITORING MECHANISMS
IN ALIGNMENT WITH THE ASSOCIATION’S MISSION, VISION AND VALUES.

RATIONALE

The AAA code of conduct should serve as the reference to
guarantee exemplary functioning of boards members and
affiliates.
It would serve as the go-to foundation that will delimit the
Do’s and Don’t’s as a member of AAA. It would also dictate
the terms upon which any breach of conduct would be dealt
with in case of non-compliance.

TACTICAL MEASURES
The following recommended measures shall apply for
elected and nominated board members and all AAA
staff (employees and/or volunteers) :
1. Support equal opportunity, regardless of race, color, sex,

religion, national origin, age, disability, genetic information,
marital status, pregnancy, gender identity or expression,
sexual orientation, ancestry, citizenship, health condition or
other protected status. Provide a genuine opportunity to all
qualified applicants for board member, member or volunteer
30

positions. Do not tolerate discrimination or
harassment of others.

2. Listen to the AUI community and make all

reasonable efforts to satisfy their needs and
concerns within the scope of AAA’s mission,
and to strive for excellence and innovation
and demonstrate professional respect and
responsiveness to all members, partners,
donors and others.

3. Respect the confidentiality of sensitive
information about the AUI Alumni Association,
its members, constituents, donors, partners,
boards and employees.
4. Comply with applicable laws, regulations
and fiduciary responsibilities in an effort to
create transparency in all operations. Abide
by the governing documents and policies of
AAA.

STRATEGIC
GOALS
5. Provide credible and effective

oversight to the organization’s work
without personal bias.

6. Decline commissions, gifts, payments,

loans, promises of future benefits or other
items of value from anyone who has or
may seek some benefit from the AAA
in return, other than occasional gifts of
nominal value that are in keeping with
good business ethics.

7. Refrain to engage in any activity or

relationship that would create a potential
or actual conflict of interest or that would
adversely affect their ability to faithfully
perform service on behalf of AAA.

8. Act at all times in accordance with the

highest ethical standards and in the best
interest of AAA.

9. Honor commitments and promises to
the best of their abilities.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The AAA Board of Trustees, in close
collaboration with AAA Board of
Executives should be the custodian of :

1) Establish a code of conduct and present

it to the Alumni Community within 6
months of the election of a new board.

2) Enforce the proposed code of conduct

by including it in the AAA Bylaws within
1 year of election of a new board.

3) Establish an ethics committee after
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c) HOW: An anonymous channel for

whistle-blowing (independent email
address, phone number) should be
available for members (or non-members)
of AUI Alumni.

d) WHEN: This channel can be used in
situations where the Code of Conduct
is violated.
4) Enforce a specific section of the yearly
activity report by elected boards on
code of conduct compliance.

inclusion of the code of conduct in AAA
bylaws, with the following attributes:

a) WHO: Members of this committee

should be selected to avoid conflict of
interest.

b) WHAT: Examples of actions that can

be taken: Warnings, Ban of members
(temporary or permanent), Impeachment,
etc

31

02
CHAPTER

ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE,
GOVERNANCE, AND
ELECTIONS

N.B.: Information contained in this chapter completes and updates the current Articles of Association of AAA. This chapter is not a comprehensive rewriting of the Articles of Association of AAA.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

DEVELOP A CLEAR ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION AND BYLAWS FOR
AAA. THE STRUCTURE INCLUDES THE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES, THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES (REVAMPED
FROM THE CURRENT “BOARD OF ADVISORS”) AND AAA STAFF MEMBERS.

RATIONALE

A clear organizational structure for AAA enforces
transparency as one of the values of AAA.

The Board of Executives is the main body that
manages AAA.

Each entity and member who is part of the organization
structure of AAA has clearly defined responsibilities
and is accountable to the General Assembly of AAA
as an association.

The Board of Trustees is the custodian of the
vision, mission and values of AAA and approves
the association’s detailed action plan for a given
term, as presented by the Board of Executives
(including annual budget prior to execution).

TACTICAL MEASURES:

The organizational structure of AAA shall consist of:

TWO BOARDS

- Board of Executives: an elected, policy-making board

34

The current AAA Articles of Association will be
aligned to the changes that will come out of the
AAA Next Recommendations.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:

- Board of Trustees: a mixed stakeholder (elected and
nominated) advisory board - formerly called “Board
of Advisors”

- Document the organizational structure in an
organizational chart.

One or more AAA staff members (part-time or fulltime, depending on the availability of financial means).

- General Assembly vote on new Articles of
Association.

- Publish updated Articles of Association.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

DEVELOP THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES AND ITS STAFFING STRATEGY.

RATIONALE:

The AAA Board of Executives is the main body that manages
AAA, so its composition and the responsibilities of its members
need to be clearly defined and available to all AUI alumni in
the spirit of transparency as a core value of AA
AAA may need to employ part-time and full-time to ensure
its successful operations, so a staffing strategy needs to be
developed.

TACTICAL MEASURES:

The Board of Executives is elected by AUI alumni.
The President of the Board of Executives should seek Full
Chair status in the AUI Board of Trustees (instead of Observer
Chair status.)
The Board of Executives is composed of a minimum five
members (and up to 9)
N.B.:
- If a member quits the Board of Executives, we have to re-do elections if the number of members falls below 4.
- For diversity purposes, more than 5 members are needed.
- The number of BoE needs to be an odd number.

36
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

PROVIDE A PLATFORM FOR ALUMNI TO CREATE SHARED INTEREST COMMUNITIES (SICS), WHICH ARE
GROUPS OF ALUMNI WHO SHARE A CERTAIN INTEREST, LIVE IN THE SAME GEOGRAPHY (IN MOROCCO
OR OVERSEAS), OR ARE ACTIVE WITHIN THE SAME INDUSTRY.

RATIONALE

In the Survey, alumni have asked for the ability to
connect with fellow alumni around a shared interest,
industry or geography.
N.B.: More details are provided in the Community
Engagement chapter.

TACTICAL MEASURES:

Alumni are encouraged to create a Shared Interest
Community to connect with fellow alumni in-person
or online
Applications to create a Shared Interest Community are
submitted to the VP of Communication and Community
engagement and approved by the Board of Executives
The minimum requirements to create a Shared Interest
Community are:

38

- A list of at least 20 alumni
- Filling out the SIC application form (to be prepared
by the Board of Executives)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:

Number of Shared Interest Communities created
per semester.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS

STRATEGIC GOAL 4

DEVELOP THE STRUCTURE OF THE AAA BOARD OF TRUSTEES, INCLUDING AN ETHICS COMMITTEE, AN
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE, AND OTHER AD HOC COMMITTEES AS NEEDED.

RATIONALE:

It is recommended to change the name of the advisory
board from “Board of Advisors” to “Board of Trustees”
for two main reasons:
- Marking the renewal of AAA with a new spirit, and
the fact that the board is now composed of elected
members in addition to nominated members
- The new board, in addition to its current strategic
role in maintaining the continuity and stability of AAA,
has additional responsibilities such as arbitration,
conflict resolution, and alignment with legal bylaws
and general ethics.
At the image of boards of trustees of institutions across
the world, non-alumni who can bring a strategic added
value to AAA can chair on the AAA Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees acts as the voice of reason with
the association.

40

To increase the neutrality of the Board of Trustees, it
has a mixed composition of elected and nominated/
appointed members from different entities that
support AAA’s interests:
AAA Board of Executives
AAA Regional Chapters
AUI
AUI Board of Trustees
SGA (Observer Chair)

TACTICAL MEASURES:

To reflect the governance model that will result
of the AAA Next Recommendations, the “Board
of Advisors” will be transformed into a “Board of
Trustees” with more responsibility in anticipating
issues and resolving them.

THE FOLLOWING TABLE LISTS THE MEMBERS OF THE AAA
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

CHAIR(S)
5 alumni who are influential in an area of expertise,
nationally or internationally
The founding members of the AAA Board of Advisors
Past presidents of AAA Board of Executives who have
“successfully finished” their term and got their “final discharge”
The President of AUI
A member nominated by the President of AUI
A member nominated by the Chancellor of the AUI
Board of Trustees
A member nominated by the AAA Board of Executives

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

ELECTED OR NOMINATED

5

Elected

5

Nominated/Appointed

5

Nominated

1

Nominated

1

Nominated

1

Nominated

1

Nominated
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
The Board of Trustees is a multistakeholder entity, composed of 14 to
19 members, elected or nominated, in
addition to an Observer Chair for the
President of the Student Government
Association.
The structure is as follows:

ELECTED MEMBERS:

5 members who are influential in an
area of expertise (in a community) are
elected by AUI alumni to have a seat on
the Board of Trustees (for the duration
of the term of the Board of Trustees, i.e.
four years).
At the beginning of the term of the Board
of Trustees, a Candidacy List is open by
the Board of Trustees. Eligible candidates
are AUI alumni who satisfy the following
main requirement: “influential in an area
of expertise, nationally or internationally”
The Board of Trustees shall prepare a
list of additional specific requirements

42

In order to ensure that all 5 elected seats
are filled, the Board of Trustees has the
obligation to nominate 5 alumni who
fulfill the requirements to be included
in the Candidacy List.
Any membership-paying alumna /
alumnus can apply for candidacy
Any membership-paying alumna /
alumnus can nominate for candidacy an
alumnus/alumna who fulfills the eligibility
criteria
The Board of Trustees reserves the right to
approve or reject applications of alumni
who do not fulfill the requirements
The elections of the 5 Influential Alumni
Representatives takes place a month after
the results of the Board of Executives
elections are announced

NOMINATED MEMBERS:

Permanent members (minimum of 5 and
maximum of 10 members)

The 5 founding members of AAA Board
of Advisors (Permanent seat)
The 5 oldest past presidents (under
the current Articles of Association) of
AAA Board of Executives (who have
“successfully finished” their term and
got their “final discharge”)
Should any of the founding members
relinquish their chair at the Board of
Trustees, the past presidents of the AAA
Board of Executives will replace them,
in the order of which they completed
their presidency term
The AUI President
Member nominated by The AUI
President (not necessarily an AUI alumna
/ alumnus)
Member nominated by the Chancellor
of the Board of Trustees (not necessarily
an AUI alumna / alumnus)
Member nominated by the AAA

STRATEGIC
GOALS
Board of Executives (not necessarily an
AUI alumna / alumnus)
There is one Observer Chair at the
Board of Trustees, for the president of
the Student Government Association
(SGA) at AUI, as a representative of AUI
students.
The responsibilities of the Board of
Trustees include but are not limited to:
- Ensure the legal and ethical integrity
of AAA and maintaining accountability
within AAA
- Ensure that AAA is operation according
to its vision, mission, values and code
of conduct.

alumni and/or non-alumni) to supervise
other administrative, financial and ethical
management of the Association.

Résumés and a statement explaining
why a member of the Board of Trustees
would be a good fit need to be shared
with AUI alumni

is formed to manage the crisis. It is
composed of:
Members of the Board of Trustees
AUI representative
A nominated ad hoc committee

The term of Elected Board of Trustees
members should be 4 years to align
with Board of Executives elections dates
(every 2 Board of Executives elections).

ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
The Elections Committee manages
and oversees the Elections process.
(cf. “Elections” section)

The Board of Trustees has a quorum of
50% of its members.

OTHER COMMITTEES
The Board of Trustees can create other
ad hoc Committees as needed.

- Nominate some of its members to the
Elections Committee

ETHICS COMMITTEE
The Ethics Committee determines
whether there has been a violation of
ethics or not (in accordance with the
Code of Conduct), and what sanction
to apply on code breakers on a
case-by-case basis.

- Nominate ad hoc committees (among

In case of a crisis, an ad hoc committee

- Nominate some of its members to the
Ethics Committee
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
- The Board of Trustees shall hold
meetings with the Board of Executives
biannually to follow their progress.
- The Board of Trustees shall prepare
annual reports of the Board of Executives’
performance.

43
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 5

DEFINE A STAFFING STRATEGY FOR THE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES, TO SUPPORT BOARD OF EXECUTIVES
AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES ACTIONS

RATIONALE:

Board of Executives and Board of Trustees members
are volunteers, hence administrative support is needed
from staff members (depending on the financial means
of AAA)
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment
AAA Staff job descriptions (to be determined by the
Board of Executives)
TACTICAL MEASURES:
AAA staff members are either full-time or part-time,
and either volunteers or salary-based employees of
AA, as determined by the Board of Executives
The AAA staff shall report to the Board of Executives

44

The Board of Executives shall write and share with
AUI alumni the suggested job descriptions of staff
members.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Reports of work completed by the AAA staff need
to be communicated to the Board of Executives
every 3 months

AAA NEXT RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT

GOVERNANCE

46
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

ESTABLISH AN INTERDEPENDENT GOVERNANCE MODEL FOR AAA IN ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH AUI.

RATIONALE:

There are three models of alumni governance:
dependent, independent and interdependent.

Sign an MoU between AAA and AUI to establish
the interdependent governance model

As voted by the majority of alumni on the survey, AAA
shall adopt the interdependent model.

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Legal counsel to rewrite the AAA bylaws.

BENEFITS OF THE INTERDEPENDENT MODEL:
AAA has relative independence from AUI

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
A new structure (Board of Trustees) established
within 3 months of the approval of the AAA Next
Recommendation report by AAA community

The success of AAA requires it to be backed by the
full support of AUI, moral and financial.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Restructure the current Board of Advisors to a Board
of Trustees to involve AUI in AA’s advisory board
Hold Boards (Board of Executives and Board of Trustees)
elections based on the interdependence model
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Launch Board of Executives elections’ process prior
to the end of the 2019 calendar year
Signed MoU between AAA and AUI within 3 months
after the Board of Executives is elected and the
Board of Trustees is established.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS

STRATEGIC GOAL 2

ADOPTION OF CLEAR AND DETAILED BYLAWS FOR AAA AS A SIGNIFICANT ADDITION TO THE MORE
GENERIC ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

RATIONALE:

The bylaws should also limit the scope of power and
influence each member should have, in addition to
clearly stating who can and who cannot be on each
Board.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Set up an AAA-wide writing committee for the new
bylaws
Alternatively, seek an external consultant
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Publication and voting of AAA bylaws

50
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

ACHIEVING THE MISSION AND VISION’S STRATEGIC GOALS AND INSURING THAT THE ASSOCIATION IS
VIABLE.

RATIONALE:

As part of their governance strategy, the newly elected
Board should put the achievement of the mission and
vision’s strategic goals as a top priority.
The viability of the association is also of a paramount
importance. AAA should provide a good environment
for alumni to get engaged in; an environment that is
capable of constant growth and expansion.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
AAA should also have articles of assessment.
Board of Executives updates on their progress to the
community: Quarterly
Board of Executives Meeting with AUI executives:
Quarterly

52

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Any change in the Articles or Code of ethics will
require the Vote of two-thirds (23/) of Alumni
members.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Bylaws should be reviewed on an ongoing basis
(every term), and recommendations should be
presented for needed changes/revisions.

ELECTIONS
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

DEFINE THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA TO VOTE IN THE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES ELECTIONS TO INCREASE
THE PERCENTAGE OF ALUMNI WHO VOTE IN THE ELECTIONS.

RATIONALE:

The credibility of Board of Executives elections is
measured by the percentage of alumni who participate
in the elections. Previously, voting was restricted to
alumni who pay membership dues.
To comply with the wish of the majority of alumni as
per the Survey, it is recommended to remove this
constraint for the upcoming Board of Executives term.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
All AUI alumni have the right to vote. Paying membership
fees is not a requirement to be eligible to vote.
By law, alumni cannot become de facto members of
AAA as an association if they have not expressed their
interest in joining. So there is a need to distinguish
“registered” members from “unregistered” members.
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Furthermore, if all alumni (more than 5000 alumni
at the time of this writing) were to be members of
AA, it would be extremely challenging to reach the
quorum (50% of all members) whenever there are
decisions to be voted.
As a remediation to the above constraints, and to
comply with the will of the majority of alumni who
do not want paying the membership fee to be an
eligibility criterion to vote, the following solution
is recommended.
It is recommended that the current distinction
of “registered” members from “unregistered”
members through paying the membership fee is
replaced with the following:

STRATEGIC
GOALS

For the upcoming Board of Executives term (for which
elections are tentatively scheduled in November 2018):
A “Registered” member can be either a “regular”
member or a “premium” member
Regular members need to register on the AAA Portal:
By filling out a Membership form (with details such as
graduation date and school, for identity verification
purposes). [feasibility to be discussed with the developer
of the AAA Portal developer]
In order to verify the identity of registered alumni,
registration will close 1 month before the date of Board
of Executives elections.
Premium members are those who pay membership
fees, which comes with additional advantages (access

to Premium features on the AAA Portal, and
other advantages to be determined by Board of
Executives)
For future Board of Executives terms:
An alternative and more effective solution can be
discussed for future Board of Executives terms
Means of voting: As it has been the case before,
alumni can vote in-person or online (via email).
It is recommended that for future Board of Executives
election, an electronic ballot system is adopted
to making the administration of the voting more
convenient for the Elections Committee.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

DEFINE THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA OF THE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES AND THE DOCUMENTS TO BE
INCLUDED IN THE APPLICATION FOLDER.

RATIONALE:

Clear eligibility criteria and a selection/application
process needs to be defined to increase the probability
that that Board of Executives Candidate Lists fully
adhere to the vision, mission and values of AA
The documents provided by the Board of Executives
Candidate Lists are to be shared with all AUI Alumni.
They help AUI alumni to assess the ability of the Board
of Executives Candidate Lists to achieve their mission.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Members of the Board of Executives Candidate Lists
need to be membership-paying members
The Board of Executives Candidate Lists shall be
approved by the Elections Committee (through
reviewing application folders and/or interviews)
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Eligibility criteria of Board of Executives Candidate
Lists: (in order of preference, as voted by the majority
of alumni on the Survey)
Representativeness of schools
Current level of professional influence (at least for
the candidate for the role of President) (based on
résumés and referrals)
Current level of skills and experience in the area
of expertise required for the role the candidate is
applying for:(based on résumés)
E.g.: the VP of Communication needs to have
experience in Communication and/or Public
Relations and/or Community management

STRATEGIC
GOALS

Number of years of professional experience
Representativeness of genders
The documents that need to be provided by the Board
of Executives Candidate Lists are:
Vision statement,
Detailed action plan with Key Performance Indicators,
High-level financial objectives
Résumés
Each Candidate List should be composed of minimum
5 members and up to 9
In addition to its members, a Candidate List needs to
share the name of the member they will nominate in
the Board of Trustees
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

DEFINE THE COMPOSITION AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE.

RATIONALE:

The Elections Committee (under the supervision of
Board of Trustees) has the responsibility of ensuring
the integrity of the Elections, so its composition
and responsibilities need to be communicated in all
transparency with all AUI alumni
TACTICAL MEASURES:
The responsibilities of the Elections committee are:
Call for elections,
Check the Request for Candidacy documents,
Conduct interviews with candidate lists,
Approve candidate lists to launch the campaign,
Enforce the Code of Conduct of the Elections›
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Campaign,
Public administration liaison,
Election day Logistics (Ballot, electronic vote, etc),
Count votes,
Announce the results of elections
Oversee the administrative handover (between
the outgoing Board of Executives and incoming
Board of Executives)

STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 4

HOLD TRANSPARENT, DIVERSIFIED AND EQUAL-CHANCE BOARD OF EXECUTIVES ELECTIONS.

RATIONALE

Elections within AAA, whether at the level of the
Board of Executives or Board of advisors or Board of
ethics, should be transparent, include candidates of all
genders and all schools to the level that it is possible.
Everyone should have equal chances of reaching the
position they are aiming for.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
A minimum of 3 Candidate Lists is recommended to
run the Board of Executives elections

attend trainings about the legal and financial aspects
of running AA, to be delivered and coordinated
by the Elections Committee.
Beyond submitted documents and the chosen
means for their elections’ campaign, Candidate Lists
need to make their best effort to demonstrate to
AUI Alumni their ability to execute on their promises

This is to increase the engagement of alumni by
encouraging them to apply for Board of Executives
positions, and to create a healthy competition among
various candidate lists.

For this purpose, the selection process involves
requiring all the members of the Candidate Lists
to participate in mandatory activities prior to
elections. Broadcasting and video recording of
these activities are to be made available for all AUI
alumni. Recommended examples include:

When the Call for Candidacy is closed, all members
of Board of Executives Candidate Lists are required to

A live session to present their action plan and
answering questions of alumni
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Engage in a competition / role-play exercise with fellow
Candidate Lists to demonstrate skills that are relevant
in successfully running Board of Executives
Communication and public speaking
Crisis management
Financial management
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Facilities and tools to run live sessions where all
Candidate Lists interact with alumni
Tools to remotely broadcast and record such activities
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Members’ satisfaction with the elections process

The level of diversity (gender, school, professional
affiliation) among members of each Candidate List
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 5

LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR A SMOOTH HANDOVER AND INDUCTION PROCESS FOR THE INCOMING
BOARD OF EXECUTIVES.

RATIONALE:

A smooth handover is the first stepping stone in the
success of the incoming Board of Executives.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
It is mandatory for the members of the Incoming Board
of Executives to attend the “Induction Retreat”, an
event to run the members of the Incoming Board of
Executives through the induction process. This event
is prepared and run by members of the Elections
Committee and consist of:
Additional Legal, financial training
Handover with the Outgoing Board of Executives
It is mandatory for the members of the Incoming Board
of Executives
to submit their Detailed Action Plan (with KPIs) within
one month of their election
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The Board of Trustees needs to approve the
submitted Action Plan within a month of its
submission. Otherwise, elections need to be run
again.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Facilities and training material for the Induction
Retreat
Attendance of all members of both the Incoming
Board of Executives and the Outgoing Board of
Executives
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
The action plan of the incoming Board of Executives
is approved by the Elections Committee
Handover document
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 6

HOLD TRANSPARENT, DIVERSIFIED AND EQUAL-CHANCE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ELECTIONS FOR THE 5
INFLUENTIAL ALUMNI CHAIRS.

RATIONALE:

Elections within AAA, whether at the level of the
Board of executive or Board of advisors or Board of
ethics, should be transparent, include candidates of all
genders and all schools to the level that it is possible.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Elections of the 5 influential alumni chairs need to take
place at the latest one month within the announcement
of the results of the Board of Executives (every Board
of Trustees term, i.e. every four years)
A minimum of 5 Candidates is required to run the
Board of Trustees elections
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Nomination of 5 candidates by the Board of Trustees
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Number of candidates who apply for candidacy or
are nominated by alumni
Level of influence of the candidates

03
CHAPTER

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
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ALUMNI
ENGAGEMENT
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

CREATE AN ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY TO INCREASE THE LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT OF ALUMNI WITH
THEIR ALMA MATER.

RATIONALE:

Meaningful engagement leads to building strong
bonds and life-long commitment to the alma mater
and to each member of its community.

support. Examples:

Launch focused activities and services that will engage
Alumni with university life.

On-campus publications and seminars

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Collaborate with the AUI Career Services & Alumni
Affairs’ Office to communicate campus-wide news to
the Alumni

Distinguished Teaching Award

Collaborate with the AUI Career Services & Alumni
Affairs office on organizing social events, and sharing
stories that celebrate all the dynamism, leadership,
and impact of the AUI Alumni community;

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment

Engage Alumni in ways that will garner their enthusiastic
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Scholarship and grants
Building an Alumni Center facility
Establish Alma mater awards. Examples:
Outstanding Staff Award
Outstanding University club award

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Level of satisfaction
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

CREATE AN ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY TO STRENGTHEN THE BOND BETWEEN ALL GENERATIONS OF AUI
ALUMNI AND STUDENTS, AND MAINTAIN A POSITIVE, VALUE-ADDING, COMMUNITY-ORIENTED MINDSET

RATIONALE:

A community, by definition, is a resource designed to
serve people with a shared interest. Alumni should be
of help to each other.
AAA is the way alumni stay in touch and help each
other grow.

Facilitate mentoring opportunities amongst cohorts.

Alumni engagement implies members being active
in running the association, creating opportunities for
alumni to come together and share their experiences.

Engage Alumni in volunteering activities, and maybe
create a grant to fund those special projects (social
impact).

Alumni engagement is about trying to make the best
out of the community and building on experiences
and benefit from them.

Set up a framework for the creation of Shared
Interest Communities by Alumni

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Leverage IT and social media to collect basic up-todate professional and contact data on Alumni to start
building and professionalizing the business network.
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Organize regular networking events, both offline
and online and webinars on career advice and the
latest innovations or breakthroughs, inviting leading
Alumni and other friends from different industries.

Create learning and knowledge exchange
opportunities, featuring Alumni and friends, as
well as opportunities for action.
Co-sponsor career fairs.

STRATEGIC
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Be aware of existing relationships and/or help create
new relationships from scratch... Some mapping of
existing relationships can be done through the a
platform (LinkedIn, Facebook or the new one), that
would give AAA the numbers as well as valuable
micro-communities awareness.

Budget assessment

Create the conditions for more interactions between
alumni within their existing relationships: micro-events
already happening will be told as stories that would
be communicated on social networks on a regular
basis (for example, bi-monthly). Technically speaking,
if alumni can upload their stories by themselves and
share them that would be great, so a platform must
be selected for that.

Number of in-person events

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Digital communication strategy
Event planning

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Number of participations
Number of participants in events
Number of online events
Number of volunteers
Number of speakers
Number of mentors
Number of business/job recommendations
Number of stories of micro-events shared by alumni
Demographic/professional data on alumni (for
example on the AAA Portal) to make it easier for
alumni to engage with each other
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

CREATE AN ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY TO INCREASE THE INVOLVEMENT OF AUI ALUMNI WITH THE
ASSOCIATION.

RATIONALE:

Engaging within the AAA should be conceived as
a privilege and an honor. It’s more than a duty and
should not be regarded as a burden.
Offering incentives will make AAA members feel part
of the team, part of the community.
The success of AAA relies on the level of involvement
of alumni in its activities and staying informed about
the progress of its action plan
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Establish and continuously improve the conditions
that help alumni:

1. Accept to join AAA
2. Connect with each other
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3. Interact with each other, with a positive, valueadding, community-oriented mindset

Board members should keep their space open to
co-create with Alumni (invite volunteers to connect
/ engage on a joint action). Examples:
Attending meetings of Board of Executives
Short-term/punctual participation in select activities
of the Association
Encourage Alumni to establish or/and participate
in Special Interest Communities (Regional, Industry
base…)
Special Interest Communities to be coordinated
through the AAA Board of Executives VP in charge
of community
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STRATEGIC
GOALS

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Definition of Special Interest Communities (SIC)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The size of Alumni community signed up (member).

SIC acquire incremental privileges (branding, funding,
marketing…) and recognition status (to be defined
by the Board of Executives) as the number of their
members grows. The status categories for SICs are
as follows:

The number of volunteers, time volunteered,
projects undertaken by Alumni under the facilitation
of the association, mentoring sessions and / or
mentored students by Alumni, Number of Alumni
who enabled partnerships or job creation via AAA.

Club status: less than 50 members
Hub status: Between 50 and 200 members

New campaigns launched by AAA, learning sessions
organized and how many benefited.

Chapter status: Larger than 200 members

Number of Special Interest Communities established

Dedicated individuals: Board / Committee members,
and some AUI staff, Alumni membership / sponsorship,
AUI contribution, regular and reliable volunteers and
interns, partners (for jobs, workshops, funds, space,
expertise, etc.).

Level of satisfaction

Funding.
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STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

FOSTER STUDENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONSHIPS THAT BUILD LIFE-LONG COMMITMENT TO THE UNIVERSITY
AND AN IDENTITY AS AN AUI ALUMNA / ALUMNUS.

RATIONALE:

Alignment with mission - Part of the mission of AAA
is to engage Alumni to develop and support the full
AUI community.
Developing and enlarging a strong professional network
will benefit from students who have been themselves
engaged and benefiting from the association›s services,
and will solidify the sense of belonging to AUI and AAA.
Engage AUI Alumni in enhancing the bond with AUI
students speaks to the solidarity and inclusion values.
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/alumnus with younger alumni and with students)
will compete against each other on given missions
(fundraising, community service, micro-business
launch...)
Create or sponsor a joint meaningful engagement
between Alumni and Students, or joint volunteering/
alumni club opportunities.
Provide advice and face to face coaching in
preparation and during job fairs to a number of
students per year.

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Online mentoring / coaching support. This would be
part of the career services committee›s role, with the
support of Alumni volunteers.

Participating in AUI job fair events, primarily via nonfinancial services, including mobilizing successful
and helpful AUI Alumni.

Team challenges can be a fun and effective way to
create new relationships. Mixed teams (senior alumna

Give students (who have earned at least 60 course
credits) access to specific sections of the Alumni
directory and a regularly updated list with job

STRATEGIC
GOALS
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opportunities / vacancies in Morocco and abroad.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
A career services committee within the AAA Board
of Executives, working closely with the AUI Career
Services & Alumni Affairs office.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Conduct surveys about students’ satisfaction with the
work of AAA.
Number of students who will become active members
of AAA after graduation.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

CREATE A STRATEGY TO PREPARE CURRENT STUDENTS TO BECOME FULLY INTEGRATED IN AAA WHEN
THEY GRADUATE

RATIONALE:

Students (future alumni) need to be aware of AAA and
educated about the importance to become an engaged
AAA member. This can be done by organizing events
and other programs on campus to integrate students
in the AAA principles.
AAA need to step in from day 1 when newcomers
arrive and stick with them until they graduate, to show
them value throughout their AUI journey.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Continuously recruit alumni semester after semester
as new alumni arrive.
Create a series of on-campus events to orient and
support students, including a final semester/graduation
program to prepare them to join AA, for example :
Organize one AAA event per semester for graduating
students.
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Organize one AAA speaking event per semester.
Organize AAA mentoring groups organized by
school or by major.
Alumni recruitment campaigns.
Alumni engagement campaigns.
On-campus campaigns to share Alumni success
stories
Highly encourage graduating students to become
Life Members which alleviates them from the
burden of paying membership dues annually. Life
Membership dues, can be put into an endowment
fund, and can provide financial stability for AAA.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

STRATEGIC
GOALS
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Number of events.
Number of participants.
Number of mentors.
Number of newly subscribed alumni (after graduation).
Each semester, a basic conversion ratio of the number
of alumni who joined AAA per alumni who graduated).
Level of satisfaction
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ACCOUNTING,
AUDIT AND
CONTROL
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

EMPHASIZE TRANSPARENCY AND REDUCE THE RISK OF FRAUD OR THE MISUSE OF FUNDS.

RATIONALE:

Have a record for past AAA financial actions

Write internal financial regulations of the association.

Have visibility about the financial future of AA

Put in place a manual of procedures for the
management of all cycles:

Ensure the appropriate use of fund.
A key ingredient of maintaining the alumni trust.
Past years financial statements may be requested by
institutional donors.
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Purchasing Cycle:
How are the suppliers chosen?
Who can sign a Purchase Order?

Provide assurance that all of the AA’s funds are being
managed properly and that expenditures are efficiently
and effectively managed.

Who can sign a check / transfer order? For which
threshold? Double signature beyond the threshold?

TACTICAL MEASURES
Approved Chart of accounts.

Contributions collection cycle:

Which documents are to be archived?

Booking of transitions monthly or quarterly.

Call for contributions from Alumni: by which
channel? At what frequency?

Written Internal control procedures mainly related to
the collection of funds, vendors selections,

Should AAA require alumni to pay the two-year
contribution on graduation day?

Purchasing and payment cycles.

Accounting cycle: detailed accounting procedure

STRATEGIC
GOALS

Decision making: internalize or outsource accounting?
Should AAA copy a standard procedure from another
association association?
Examples of accounting to follow:
Establish Bank Reconciliation States every week
Monthly accounting
Quarterly / half-yearly orders
INVESTMENT CYCLE:
For purchases of fixed assets (assets to be amortized
over several fiscal years)
Purchasing procedure (Call for tenders, opening
commission, etc.)
Threshold amount beyond which a double signature
and necessary
The Board of Trustees ought to fix the threshold from

which an external auditor nomination becomes
obligatory e.g.
The number of members or total revenues exceed
a threshold.
The Board of Trustees to nominate an audit
committee in case the threshold is not reached.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
The Board of Trustees to fix the threshold from
which an external auditor nomination becomes
obligatory e.g.
the number of members or total revenues exceed
a threshold.
The Board of Trustees to nominate an audit
committee in case the threshold is not reached.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Number of audit points.
Approval of end of year accounts.
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BUDGET ASSESSMENT,
BUSINESS PLANS &
FUNDING SOURCES
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

PROVIDE A SUSTAINABLE FINANCIAL PLAN THAT MEETS MISSION NEEDS & GOALS AND INSURE THE
LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY.

RATIONALE:

Ensure financial sustainability for AAA through various
funding sources

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Requirement to provide during campaign a financial
strategy including a Business plan showing the
expected sources & uses of funds covering the
expect term.

Budget gives goals to reach and steps needed to
achieve the goals.

Presentation of the end of year financial report for
AGM approval.

The limited cash flow reduces the amount of spending
and reduces the service.

Establish, at the strategic level, how the office
intends to finance its actions plan.

Cash flow management wan help to avoid any financial
losses which may bring negative publicity.

Diversified revenues including membership
schemes, donations, sponsoring, Endowment…

Create a framework for all administrative and accounting
tasks undertaken by the AAA board

Details the necessary revenues and expenditures of
the year and the Board of Executives’ term.
Help the Board of Executives to effectively communicate
its financial goals.
Have visibility about the financial future of AA.
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RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
An obligatory treasury function part of Board of
Executives.
Historical information should be available.

STRATEGIC
GOALS

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Establish Primitive budget and budgets:
Before election: candidates must write a short document
of 34- pages on the global financial strategy and
milestones of their term (3 years / 5 years?)
After election: the office should have 3 months to write
a detailed document with the following elements in
the form of Business Plan:
Vision, Mission, and Objectives etc …
Financial PB for the duration of their term, in order to
translate their use of the association’s finances into
numerical figures.
Annual budgets and monthly forecasts
Establish, at the strategic level, how the office intends
to finance the actions, expenses and investments of
the association

Endowment Fund
National / foreign sources
Case studies to present to sponsors.
Road show
Use the alumni network to increase the funds
Alumni donations
Alumni membership fees
Sponsoring
AUI donations
Obtain benefits and property free of charges from
donors using the Alumni network.
The Board of Executives to provide at the end of
each year a financial report including comparison
of YTD to budget with explanations of major
deviations.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

ESTABLISH A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY FOR AAA.

RATIONALE:

As an unrecognized impact is unrealized impact, it is
paramount for AAA to communicate on its programs
and activities achievements.

to work on communication and community
management (social media) to execute the
communication strategy of AAA

The purpose is to keep alumni around the world
connected with each

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Communication Budget (to hire a communication
agency or a full-time staff member)

Keep Alumni network around the world connected
Promote the internal and external image of the
Association in alignment with its vision.

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Establish a communication strategy by Board of
Executives, to cover the whole term’s length.
Board of Executives can hire a communication and
digital agency to promote the corporate image of
AAA and its initiatives.
Board of Executives can hire a full-time staff member
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Confirm budget for the communication strategy
within 3 months of the Recommendation report
approval.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN DIVERSE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS BETWEEN ALUMNI TO MAINTAIN
AND STRENGTHEN THE RELATIONSHIP WITH ALUMNI.

RATIONALE:

Communication is important to enable the continuous
growth of the community
AAA shall serve as a major information conduit for
alumni, with respect to university news, updates, events
and programs, and with respect to matters concerning
alumni themselves.
AAA, in partnership with the AUI’s Office of Development
and Communication, will work towards making access
to this information as easy as possible.
By connecting all AUI alumni using clear and diverse
communication channels, AAA would be able to achieve
its goals (mentioned in the vision section).
Sustaining those communication channels should also
be a priority, which should be the job of the executive
board.
Tactical Measures:
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Clear and transparent communication can be
achieved by using the web portal, social media
platforms, email and text messages.
Also, the executive board should have the
responsibility to update the members on what’s
going on within the association.
Resources Assessment:
A web Portal.
Proper social media pages.
Social media support tools
E-mail address and phone number database of
all alumni.
Full time employee of AAA.

STRATEGIC
GOALS
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Analytics of the social media pages: followers, the
#of reach & #of shares of each article, time/& days of
high reach.
Quarterly meeting to update Alumni on the progress
(action plan)
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

LEVERAGE THE AAA PORTAL AS A TOOL TO CONNECT ALUMNI WITH EACH OTHER

RATIONALE

AAA shall establish an « online » relationship with its
members, and this will lead to considerable benefits:
Increase and keep up-to-date information on each
alumna / alumnus
Provide them with communication and services targeted
to their individual wants and/or needs.
Save staff time. Alumni who update their own records,
or who register for events or pay dues online allow staff
to spend their time in more direct service to alumni,
rather than on handling paper or simply receiving
information over the telephone/email.
This will allow the AAA database to be richer, more
robust and more accurate.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Continuous review and improvement of AAA portal
Implement a Search Engine Optimization (SEO) strategy
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Maintain an online interactive calendar of events,
including reunions, awards, and other on-campus
alumni activity.
Implement a campaign to incentivize Alumni to
include their records in the portal
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment
Online community manager in charge of the AAA
portal
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Number of online members
Satisfaction levels
Search engine ranking
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 4

PROJECT AAA MISSION, VISION AND VALUES TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD SO THEY CAN BE IMMEDIATELY
RECOGNIZABLE (INSTITUTIONAL COMMUNICATION).

RATIONALE:

The AAA new mission, vision and values are already
appealing, so the next step is to project them to the
outside world. The outside world should know what
AAA is and what it stands for.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Access to a good advertising and branding agency,
preferably an agency familiar with AAA, to advertise
the AAA brand.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Appoint an advertising and branding agency.
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BRANDING
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

COMPLETE THE VISUAL IDENTITY OF AAA AND MOTTO AND ASSESS THE NEED TO REVIEW THE LOGO
OF AAA AND TO, TO GIVE A NEW IMAGE AND SPIRIT AND TO MARK A NEW START.

RATIONALE:

AAA logo (visual identity) is the foremost visual
expression of the AAA brand. The logo should be
formally registered trademark of the AAA both in
Morocco and overseas.
Use of the logo projects a consistent image of the AAA.
AAA should both acquire and be a « Brand », not in
a marketing or advertising sense but in a productive,
clarity-of-its-message sense, reflected in the content
of AAA activities and performance of its executive
members as well as in explicit messages and graphic
design and presentation.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
AAA shall develop a branding strategy to be
implemented across all communications and marketing
platforms and via all AAA-supported program initiatives,
reflected in clear messages and graphic design and
presentation. That branding will be used within and
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across AAA initiatives to build trust and manage
thematic similarity and programmatic differentiation.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget assessment from a communication agency.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Produce a visual identity document
Produce a complete brand identity use guideline
document
Satisfaction levels
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MARKETING
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

ORGANIZE EVENTS PROMOTING THE IMAGE OF AUI & AAA.

RATIONALE:

AAA is around the AUI community but not outside
of it. That is why it needs to increase its popularity
inside the country first then worldwide. The being said,
organizing events social and professional events can
be of a parliament importance to promoting its image.

Clear milestones of each project.

As a recall of the AAA image in the market. organizing
workshops, certificate trainings, and fundraising/
volunteer opportunities, student recruitment, and
job fairs/career development.

Signature events: Ftour-Débat, homecoming,...

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Organize social and professional events at the local
and national scale, including alumni and people from
outside the AUI community.
Increase the development of specific « signature »
events (Homecoming, Ftour-Débat,…)
Work in close relations with the press to advertise AAA
events nationally and internationally.
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Evaluation and learnings to be shared in the
Newsletter.
Different types of events
Social events
Professional events
Offer awards programs to recognize alumni
AAA shall inaugurate awards programs to recognize
members of the community, and prospective
members of the AUI community, who exemplify
AAA Vision and Values. These could include awards
to outstanding students, to recognize leadership
in the area of community service; awards to
outstanding faculty partners of the AAA; and awards
to outstanding alumni who engage in volunteer

STRATEGIC
GOALS
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service beyond AAA Initiatives…
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget
Alumni engagement / attendance
Marketing tools (for example for newsletters)
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Number of partners.
Number of articles on paper based and online
newspapers about the events of AAA.
Number of participants from inside and outside the
AAA community who participate in its events.
Satisfaction surveys with alumni (use existing marketing
tools)
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

PROMOTE THE AAA BRAND BY INCREASING SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT, ACTIVITIES AND VOLUNTEERING.

RATIONALE:

By increasing alumni volunteering in social activities,
organizing social events and making a contribution to
the wellbeing of the Moroccan fellow citizens, AAA can
increase its popularity inside and outside Morocco.
Sponsoring other local and national association that
work at the small scale and AUI local clubs will also
help AAA promote its brand image.
AAA has many great stories to tell about the Alumni
Community. AAA will identify those stories, identify the
storytellers, and provide technical and strategic support
to ensure that those stories reach their audiences.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Organize events and activities to promote the AAA
brand
Hire an Advertising and Branding agency.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Analytics of the number of events, volunteers
Satisfaction level from the events.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 3

MARKET AAA TO CURRENT AND FUTURE ALUMNI.

RATIONALE:

AAA shall encourage alumni to maintain a life-long
connection with AUI and fellow alumni.

feedback and quantifiable results, review the plan,
report results, and revise annually based

AAA shall manage and enhance all membership
development and revenue generating activities.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Budget assessment

TACTICAL MEASURES
Use targeted membership and donations campaigns
that will generate revenues to support AAA activities
and programs.

Online surveying tools

Design and implement an AAA membership benefits
program (provides “Premium membership”)
Conduct periodic satisfaction survey to assess and
suggest improvements on all aspects of AAA programs
targeted toward Alumni, student, partners…
Establish and Maintain marketing and communication
guidelines for community special interest groups.
Implement a multi-year plan based on member
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Satisfaction level

06
CHAPTER

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

N.B.: THIS CHAPTER IS TO BE REVIEWED AFTER CONCERTATION WITH AUI TO DEFINE THE MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITIES BETWEEN AAA AND AUI.
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RELATIONS
WITH AUI
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

ADOPT AN INTERDEPENDENT MODEL FOR THE VALUE-BASED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AAA AND AUI.

RATIONALE:

Create mutual value out of the interdependent
relationship of AAA with AUI

AUI has a Career Services & Alumni affairs office
to serve alumni and students

Agree upon the responsibilities of AUI towards alumni

Maintain a positive relation with AUI at all times, by
aligning and coordinating on a clear communication
strategy agreed upon by the two entities, based
on the list of responsibilities of the two entities
towards each other (public communication, crisis
communication…..)

Agree upon the responsibilities of AAA towards the
AUI alumni
TACTICAL MEASURES:
An MOU to govern the interdependent relationship
between AUI and AA, which allows to institutionalize
and strengthen this relationship.
Examples of aspects of the interdependent relationship are:
AAA could seek funding from AUI
AAA employees could be employees of AUI
AAA and AUI have common strategic goals
A shared governance model between AUI and AAA
(each of the two institutions is represented on the
Board of Trustees of the other)
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Designate two Single Point of Contacts (SPOC),
one within AAA (the “AAA Spokesperson”) and
one within AUI (to be designated in concertation
with AUI). (For more information on the “AAA
Spokesperson”, cf. “Governance” Chapter”)
Agree upon the modalities of the interaction
between AUI and AAA at different levels (to be
decided in concertation with AUI). Suggested levels
of interaction are outlined in the following table:
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
LEVEL OF INTERACTION
AUI›s Board of Trustees
AUI President
AUI executive in charge of relations with
AAA (to be designated)
Alumni Affairs officer

SUGGESTED MINIMUM FREQUENCY OF INTERACTION
Meeting once a year
Biannually
Quarterly
Open channel of communication «all the time»
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STRATEGIC
GOALS

Maintaining this close relationship between AAA and
AUI

AA Portal as an online platform

Provide a platform to connect AAA with AUI (namely
the AAA Portal) through the following services:

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
The MOU is signed by AAA and AUI

Centralized platform for alumni to share job openings
with AUI students and alumni (at the time of this writing,
no such platform is available)

Level of detail of the MOU between AAA and
AUI (the expectations of AAA from AUI and the
expectations of AUI from AAA need to be welldocumented).

Relaying important information (opinions, suggestions)
between alumni and AUI, via the “AAA Spokesperson”
who is a Moderator on the AAA Portal per their
responsibilities of Single Point Of Contact with AUI
Mentoring programs (by alumni for AUI students) where
the matching of mentors and mentees is performed
on the AAA Portal.
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
An MOU to govern the interdependent relationship
between AUI and AA
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Recurrent assessment (biannually) of the declared
responsibilities of AAA and AUI toward each other,
in a meeting with the President of AUI.
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR AAA FOR GAINING MUTUAL VALUE BETWEEN AAA AND AUI

RATIONALE:

Per the value-based interdependent relationship
between AAA and AUI, both entities need to extract
value out of this partnership.
TACTICAL MEASURES:
Opportunities for AUI to get value from AA:
Alumni contributions to classes at AUI: Alumni are
encouraged by AAA to attend classes at AUI to share
their expertise as guest lecturers or just to share their
knowledge and expertise about the Moroccan market.
Alumni assistance in recruiting high-school graduates
for AUI: Help AAA recruit students from high schools
(formally through recruiting events, or informally
through the personal network of alumni)
Establish an “Student-Industry Bridge Committee”
involving AAA and AUI through
Help students be recruited before they graduate:
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Students work on business case studies or projects
(SBA, SSE, SHSS) for Moroccan companies where
alumni work (instead of American companies for
example)
Business cases can then be a way that AUI students
bring value to a company that they study, and for
AAA to build partnerships with these companies
Opportunities for AAA to get value from AUI:
AUI provides funding for the association’s staff
members to perform their duties
Access for professional alumni to reach out to
current students for internships and job offerings
Increase the value out of using AUI›s facilities:
library, swimming pool, auditoriums (e.g. for alumni
entrepreneurs who want to offer trainings or hold
conferences)

STRATEGIC
GOALS

Establish AAA Headquarters in inside AUI facilities
(EEC for example)
AUI acts as custodian of the AAA Endowment Fund
under the supervision of AAA Board of Trustees
Exclusive recognition of AAA as the sole representative
of AUI Alumni. AUI will not enter into any agreement
with any other organization with respect to Alumni
relations services.
AUI will provide consulting and other advice, access
to necessary systems, and other operational support,
as reasonably requested by AAA.
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Recurrent assessment (biannually) of the declared
responsibilities of AAA and AUI toward each other,
in a meeting with the President of AUI.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
KPIs will differ depending on the various opportunities
where each of the two entities get value from each
other. Examples include:
Number of students attending career-coaching events
or participating in mentoring programs
Number of events organized for/at the university

RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
The MOU is signed by AAA and AUI
Level of detail of the MOU between AAA and AUI (the
expectations of AAA from AUI and the expectations
of AUI from AAA need to be well-documented).
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EXTERNAL
PARTNERSHIPS
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

BUILD A PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY WITH AFFINITY PARTNERS AND SPONSORS (PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
SECTOR COMPANIES).

RATIONALE:

Creating mutual value out of the partnerships between
AAA and affinity partners and sponsors

the commercial contacts with alumni need to be
balanced against programmatic contacts.

Establish criteria in advance to objectively evaluate
prospective affinity partners and sponsors, and consider
the whys and wherefores of such partnerships, in order
to protect the interests of AUI alumni

Sponsors are partners who use part of their marketing
budget to increase their visibility and exposure to
our alumni. Alumni involvement is more indirect.
The sponsorship revenues they provide to AAA
support the programs and events of AAA directly.

TACTICAL MEASURES
“The AAA Spokesperson” is the Single Point Of Contact
between AAA and external partners (cf. “Relations
with AUI” section)
Build partnerships with two types of compensationbased partners: affinity partners and sponsors.
Affinity partners are companies with which AAA has a
contractual agreement and who provide compensation
to the association based on participation in the
company’s programs. While affinity partners can
provide significant and much needed revenue to AA,
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RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
Stakeholder Analysis Tool for optimal communication
with stakeholders: value in both ways, frequency
of communication, etc…
KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS
Respect the criteria to objectively evaluate
prospective affinity partners and sponsors
Added value gained by AAA and the AUI community
from partnerships with the affinity partners and
sponsors, such as discounts, access to exclusive
events, etc….

STRATEGIC
GOALS
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 2

BUILD A PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY WITH OTHER, PRIMARILY NON-COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS, WITH
THE PURPOSE OF SERVING THE INTERESTS OF ALUMNI AND AUI.

RATIONALE:

Creating mutual value out of high-value partnerships
between AAA and other organizations such as other
alumni associations, NGOs, universities, etc…
TACTICAL MEASURES
Identify, establish and prioritize a list of potential
partners:
Build partnerships with Alumni Associations of other
universities (e.g. mentoring)
Build partnerships with governmental agencies such as:
Chambers of Commerce,
Regional Investment Centers
International entities. Examples: European Union,
United Nations, World Economic Forum,...
KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS
The following metrics need to be assessed on an
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annual basis
Number of active partnerships
Amount of funding
Satisfaction of alumni about the value provided
by the external partnerships (through an annual
satisfaction survey)
Satisfaction of partners about the value provided
by AAA to the external partners (through an annual
satisfaction survey)
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STRATEGIC
GOALS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1

BUILD A PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY WITH AFFINITY PARTNERS AND SPONSORS (PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
SECTOR COMPANIES).

RATIONALE:

AAA is around the AUI community but not outside
of it. That is why it needs to increase its popularity
inside the country first then worldwide. The being said,
organizing events social and professional events can
be of a parliament importance to promoting its image.

Clear milestones of each project.

As a recall of the AAA image in the market. organizing
workshops, certificate trainings, and fundraising/
volunteer opportunities, student recruitment, and
job fairs/career development.

Signature events: Ftour-Débat, homecoming,...

TACTICAL MEASURES:
Organize social and professional events at the local
and national scale, including alumni and people from
outside the AUI community.
Increase the development of specific « signature »
events (Homecoming, Ftour-Débat,…)
Work in close relations with the press to advertise AAA
events nationally and internationally.
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Evaluation and learnings to be shared in the
Newsletter.
Different types of events
Social events
Professional events
Offer awards programs to recognize alumni
AAA shall inaugurate awards programs to recognize
members of the community, and prospective
members of the AUI community, who exemplify
AAA Vision and Values. These could include awards
to outstanding students, to recognize leadership
in the area of community service; awards to
outstanding faculty partners of the AAA; and awards
to outstanding alumni who engage in volunteer

STRATEGIC
GOALS

service beyond AAA Initiatives…
RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
Budget
Alumni engagement / attendance
Marketing tools (for example for newsletters)
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Number of partners.
Number of articles on paper based and online
newspapers about the events of AAA.
Number of participants from inside and outside the
AAA community who participate in its events.
Satisfaction surveys with alumni (use existing marketing
tools)
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

We strongly believe that the future of Al Akhawayn
Alumni Association is bright. With the recommendations
outlined above, the AAA future boards would be wellpositioned to implement positive changes over the
next ten years.
It is the authors’ sincere hope that this recommendation
report will be a critical
roadmap in helping AAA reach its goals.
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PLEASE CONTACT US WITH YOUR INTERESTS,
QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS AT AANEXT2018@GMAIL.COM
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APPENDIX:
AAA NEXT SURVEY
DETAILED RESULTS
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Q1: GENDER

48%
50%
02%

MALE
FEMALE
OTHER (N/A)
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Q2: EMPLOYEMENT STATUS

67%

09%
15%
08%

ENTREPRENEUR

01%

EMPLOYED
HIGHER STUDIES
UNEMPLOYED
OTHER (N/A)
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Q3: GEOGRAPHIC AREA

69%

13%
06%

06%
MOROCCO

05%

GCC

01%

EUROPE
NORTH AMERICA
ASIA
OTHER
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Q4: INDUSTRIES

32%

07%

02%

03%

05%
05%

04%
TECHNOLOGY /
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

04%
16%

RETAIL

22%

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PROFESSIONAL / BUSINESS SERVICES
NON-PROFIT
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Q5: MARITAL STATUS

47%

49%
04%

MARRIED
NOT MERRIED
OTHER (N/A)
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Q6: KIDS

60%

02%
01%

5%
15%
17%

NONE
ONE
TWO
THREE
MORE THAN THREE
OTHER (N /A)
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Q7: KNOWLEDGE OF AAA

97%
00%
NO

03%

YES
OTHER (N/A)
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Q8: KNOWLEDGE OF AAA’S PRESIDENT AS OBSERVER IN AUI BOT

53%
47%
NO
YES
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Q9: READ AAA BYLAWS

62%
34%

04%

COMPLETELY
PARTIALLY
NON
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Q10: AAA SUGGESTED ROLES

91%
82%
73%

68%

22%
11%
7%
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10%

79%

73%

20%
7%

77%

68%

21%
6%

Agree

22%
9%

16%
4% 5%

5%

18%
6%

Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
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Q11: AAA SUGGESTED CHAPTERS

39%

34%
02%

12%
05%

08%
17%

DEMOGRAPHICS
FIELD OF EXPERTISE
SCHOOL
GEOGRAPHY
NONE (NO CHAPTERS ARE NEEDED
OTHER (N / A)
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Q12: VIEWS ON CURRENT BOA

04%

18%

15%

09%
38%

16%

KEPT AS IT IS
REMOVED
EXPANDED
ELECTED (NOT NOMINATED
REDUCED
OTHER (N /A)
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Q13: SUGGESTED BOA MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA

62%
51%

47%

48%
40%

22%

Number of years of service for AA

Agree

31%

31%
17%

Number of years of professional
experience

26%

Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

11%

Professional achievement

12%

Age
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Q14: SUGGESTED BOA ORGANIZATION

13%

30%

00%
06%

53%

BOARD OF EXECUTIVES ONLY
BOARD OF EXECUTIVE + BOARD OF ADVISORS
PARLIAMENT-TYPE STRUCTURE + BOARD OF EXECUTIVE
PARLIAMENT-TYPE STRUCTURE + BOARD OF EXECUTIVE
+ BOARD OF ADVISORS
OTHER (N /A)
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Q15: SUGGESTED AAA MANAGEMENT CRISIS SCHEME

26%
01%
10%

24%
34%

05%
BOARD OF ADVISORS
AUI
BOARD OF ADVISORS + AUI
BOARD OF ADVISORS +HOC COMMITTEE
BOARD OF ADVISORS + AUI+ AD HOC COMMITTEE
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Q16: AAA BYLAWS TO BE AMENDED

35%
04%

01%
60%

YES
NO
I DONT KNOW
OTHER (N /A)
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Q17: SUGGESTED AAA – AUI RELATIONSHIP MODEM

08%
59%

30%

03%
DEPENDENT
INTERDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT
OTHER (N/A)
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Q18: AAA TO HAVE A CODE OF CONDUCT

01%

35%
04%

60%

YES
NO
MAYBE
OTHER (N /A)
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Q19: AAA BOE TERM LENGTH

07%
46%

12%
02%

33%
1 YEAR
2 YEARS
3 YEARS
MORE THEN 3 YEARS
OTHER (N/A)
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Q20: AAA BOE TO HAVE MORE THAN ONE TERM

81%

01%
18%

YES
NO
OTHER (N /A)
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Q21: AAA BOE SUGGESTED MEMBERS NUMBER

08%
02%
05%

59%

26%

3
5
7
MORE THEN 7
OTHER (N/A)
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Q22: AAA BOE ELECTIONS – MINIMUM NUMBER OF LISTS

05%

21%
1

26%
45%

03%

2
3
MORE THEN 3
OTHER (N /A)
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Q23: AAA ELECTIONS COMMITTEE SUGGESTED STRUCTURE

30%
07%
09%

19%

21%

AUI
BOARD OF ADVISORS

14%

AUI + BOARD OF ADVISORS
AD HOC COMMITTEE NOMINATED BY THE
BOARD OF ADVISORS
AUI REPRESENTATIVE, AD HOC COMMITTEE
NOMINATED BY THE BOARD OF ADVISORS
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Q24: AAA ELECTIONS- SUGGESTED CANDIDACY ELLIGIBILITY CRITERIA

22%

20%
REPRESENTATIVENESS OF GENDERS

26%

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF SCHOOLS

07%
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23%

02%

NUMBER OF YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE
CURRENT LEVELOF INFLUENCE (PROFESSIONAL
/ ACADEMIC)
OTHER (N /A)
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Q25: AAA ELECTIONS- SUGGESTED DOCUMENTS LIST TO BE INCLUDED IN
THE REQUEST FOR CANDIDACY
10%

Other (N/A)
Vision statement, Resumes

1%

Detailed action plan with Key
Performance Indicators, …

2%

Detailed action plan with Key
Performance Indicators, …

2%

Detailed action plan with Key
Performance Indicators, …

3%

Vision statement, Detailed action
plan with Key Performance …

8%

Vision statement, Detailed action
plan with Key Performance …

10%

Detailed action plan with Key
Performance Indicators

10%

Vision statement, Detailed action
plan with Key Performance …
Vision statement, Detailed action
plan with Key Performance …

14%
38%
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Q26: AAA BOE SUGGESTED FREQUECY FOR COMMUNITY UPDATE

04%
31%
03%

MONTHLY

48%
14%

QUARTERLY
BIANNUALLY
ANNUALLY
OTHER (N /A)
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Q 27: AAA BOE SUGGESTED FREQUECY FOR MEETING WITH AUI EXECUTIVES

01%
58%
MONTHLY

02%
06%

QUARTERLY

33%

BIANNUALLY
ANNUALLY
OTHER (N /A)
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Q28: AAA BOE SUGGESTED COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

14%

EMAIL

04%

21%
14%

07%

16%
14%

FACEBOOK
IN-PERSON MEETINGS
NEWSLETTER

10%

WEBSITE/PORTAL
TWITTER
WHATSAPP
ONLINE MEETINGS
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Q29: CURRENT LEVEL OF SATISFACTION ON AAA

Very satisfactory

Satisfactory

Neutral

34%
29%
27%

33%
31%
26%

Unsatisfactory

Very unsatisfactory
35%

29%
25%25%

1%

4%
Overall

1%

5%

4%
Leadership

5%

2%
Communication

31%
25%26%

24%26%

14%
5%

Other (N/A)

9%
0%

6%

Organizational structure

11%
2%

5%

AUI Interaction
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Q30: SUGGESTED ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT METRICS

DONATIONS

06%

TIME VOLUNTEERED

44%
43%
07%

160

NUMBER OF EVENTS ATTENDED
OTHER (N/A)
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Q31: PAST ENGAGEMENT LEVEL

High
81%

medium

78%

Low
76%

67%

Other (N/A)
82%

78%

67%

62%
48%

12%

3%

5%

15%
3%

29%

22%
5%

Communication
Number of AA
with AA Board of meetings attended
Adv isors

6%

17%
5%

Number of social
events attended

6%

14%

4%

20%

5%

6% 9%

7%

Supporting fellow
Buying
Offering discounts
alumni in finding goods/serv ices from
to alumni
jobs
alumni

11%

6%

Mentoring

3%

9%

19%

6%

AA decision-making
process

9%

5%

Voting during
elections
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Q32: NUMBER OF PAST AAA ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES ATTENDED

1 TO 5

50%

5 TO 10

09%
03%
07%

31%

MORE THAN 10
NONE
OTHER (N/A)
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Q33: FUTURE ENGAGEMENT LEVEL WILLINGNESS

High

medium

56%

54%
44%
41%

37%
31%
28%

33%

10%

4%

Attending professional
events

11%

3%

Attending social
events

Low

Other (N/A)

54%
42%

35%

34%

34%

20%
5%

Attending sport's
events

6% 4%
Helping alumni find
jobs

9%

4%

Mentoring

43%

40%38%

33%
21%

17%
4%

4%

Buy ing
products/services
from alumni

Giving testimonials

4%
Fundraising
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Q34: FUTURE INVOLVEMENT TIME WITH AAA PER QUARTER

03%

HALF A DAY

18%

A DAY

22%
03%

06%

A WEEK

48%

MORE THAN A WEEK
NONE
OTHER (N/A)
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Q35: SUGGESTED FUNDING SOURCES

01%
25%
01%

31%

ALUMNI DONATIONS

16%

01%

AUI DONAATIONS
ENDOWMENT FUND

25%

MEMBERSHIP-FUNDED
EVENTS
SPONSORING
OTHER (N /A)
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Q36: SUGGESTED AAA MEMBERSHIP FEES

14%

12%

NONE. ALUMNI SHOULD NOT
PAY A MEMBERSHIP FRR
LESS THAN 100 DH PER YEAR

16%

100 DH PER YEAR

03%
19%
07%

03%

26%

200 DH PER YEAR
300 DH PER YEAR
500 DH PER YEAR
MORE THEN 500 PER YEAR
OTHER (N/A)
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Q37: SUGGESTED AAA MEMBERSHIP FEES ADVANTAGES

02%

VOTING RIGHTS

28%

32%
05%

ACCESS TO ALUMINI PORTAL
ATTENDING SPECIAL EVENTS

33%

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS/DEZALS
OTHER (N /A)
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Q38: SHOULD AAA HAVE FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES

77%
YES
NO

03%

168

20%

OTHER (N /A)
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Q39: SUGGESTED AAA INDEPENDENT EXTERNAL AUDIT FREQUENCY

01%
07% 01%
10%

TWICE A YEAR

81%

ONCE A YEAR
EVERY TWO YEARS
END OF BOARD TERM
OTHER (N/A)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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WE WOULD LIKE TO SINCERELY AND WARMLY THANK THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED
TO THIS RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT:

First and foremost, each and every one of the AUI
Alumni community who helped us in coming up with
the recommendations and publishing this report. This
help took different forms: taking the survey, sharing
the survey with fellow alumni and convincing them to
make their voice heard, interaction on social media
through comments and suggestions, sharing both
positive and constructive negative feedback directly or
through other alumni, attending AAA Next meetings
and conference calls, taking the review survey to
provide feedback on the report once it was ready, and
in many more ways.
Our AAA Next intern, and fresh fellow AUI alumnus,
Taha Moujane, for volunteering to help with all
operational aspects of the AAA Next initiative, namely
writing, reviewing, preparing surveys, analyzing survey
data, and supporting all 6 Workgroups, in addition to
contributing with his own input as an alumnus.
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The Workgroup Volunteers who spent substantial
time in analyzing survey data, writing sections of the
Recommendations Report, reviewing those sections
overall several rounds, attending conference calls
to discuss the recommendations with fellow alumni.
The volunteers of the 6 Workgroups are as follows:

VISION

Wadia Ait Hamza
Hamza Badih
Amine Bentaleb
Ali Elouafiq
Taha Moujane
Houda Rachidi
Mahmoud Tayssir Tatari

GOVERNANCE

Ihsane Assabbane
Khalid Baddou
Hamza Badih
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Amine Bentaleb
Zineb El Ouazzani
Ali Elouafiq
Ahmed Lalami Laaroussi
El Mahdi Yassine
Salim Zekri
Hanane Zelouani Idrissi

FINANCES

Ihsane Assabbane
Ahmed El Kettani

COMMUNICATION

Hamza Badih
Ali Elouafiq
Taha Ibnou El Madini
Houyam Mouzouni
Amine Rehioui
Mahmoud Tayssir Tatari

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Hamza Badih
Fatima Zahraa Daraoui
Rabha El Hajjaoui
Salim El Kohen
Morad Mouhsine
Mehdi Nassih
Nadia Sandi
Mahmoud Tayssir Tatari
Hanane Zelouani Idrissi

EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Amine Bentaleb
Hamza Badih
Omar Bouargan
Ahmed El Kettani
Morad Mouhsine
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special mention to the AAA web Portal Review team
Taha Benazoun
Mehdi Ghissassi
Mohamed Samir Rahmani
Amine Rehioui
Mahmoud Tayssir Tatari
The alumni and members of the AUI community who
recorded testimonial videos to express their opinion
about AAA and to encourage fellow alumni to take
the AAA Next survey to change the status quo:
Abdelkrim Adyel
Wadia Ait Hamza
Adil Arhouni
Sara Benabachir
Amine Benabdeljalil
Reda Bendahmane
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Amine Bentaleb
Kaiss Bouali
Dounia Chabbi
Adil Chaouki
Rabha El Hajjaoui
Ahmed El Kettani
Zineb El Ouazzani
Mouad Jaafari
Naoufel Jellal
Adil Kamane, Director of Athletics and Campus
Life at AUI
Youssef Ksiyer
Sabrine Laaouane
Ahmed Legrouri, former VP of AUI
Mehdi Nassih
Prof. Driss Ouaouicha, President of AUI
Amine Rehioui
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Oussama Sefrioui
Mahmoud Tayssir Tatari
Lamia Zahid
The alumni who live abroad and who contributed, and
attended conference calls despite the multiple time
zone challenges
Special thanks to fellow alumna Siham Boutaarit
who, as the wife of AAA Next Steering Committee
co-chair Mohamed Charif Houachmi, found herself
heavily involved in co-strategizing for the AAA
Next initiative, sharing her expertise from a Human
Resources perspective, and being thoroughly patient
with how much family time had to be compromised
to accommodate how time-consuming this initiative
has been.
The design team of the communication agency “New
look event”, led by two alumna Farah Mzali (General
Manager), and Sonia Ghannam (Account Manager)
for working on the visual design of the report

The AAA Board of Advisors for their dedication to
the success of AAA, and courage in dealing with
crisis situation with the utmost professionalism
Khalid Baddou
Youssef Ittobane
El Mahdi Yassine
Salim Zekri
Mohamed Charif Houachmi
The AUI President, Prof. Driss Ouaouicha, for his
appreciation of and unconditional support of AUI
alumni and of the AAA Next initiative since the
beginning
Dr. Cherif Belfekih for his continuous presence and
mentorship, constructive feedback, and practical
support to the AUI Alumni Association since its
inception in 2004
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All AUI executives for taking the time to have meetings
with us to share their input and support the initiative,
and for thoroughly reviewing the final version of the
report
The AUI Career and Alumni Affairs office, Amal Mrhailaf,
who is also a fellow AUI alumna
All pictures are kind courtesy of AUI Dev & Com
Department and fellow alumnus Younes Kaddouri
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